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Since 1971, PLKB  has been ahead of its time,   innovating 
kites and developing gear aimed at harnessing the 
power of the wind in the best way possible. Innovator 
of the first kite buggy, father of depower foils and 
market leader in power kites:  PLKB never missed the 
opportunity to invite anyone interested in wind and 
power in this world. 

These shared passions are reflected in the optimal 
products for every discipline, that we’ve been constantly 
developing and     creating kites using latest technology 
and aiming to push the sport to new levels, and riders 
to the top of podiums. 

In this catalogue you can find our newest creations! 

Enjoy reading! 
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THE GAMBIT

The PLKB Gambit is our new allround kite that gets you going in-

stantly. It feels direct and predictable in everything you do. Power 

when you want it and lots of depower.

Because we wanted to create a kite that is suitable for all riders, 

From beginner to winner. A kite with big air potential, wave potential 

and stimulating a fast learning curve. A kite that you can always use, 

no matter what you’re going to do.

SIZES 4       5         6         7          8         9        10       11         13        15 

DN
A ENTRY

FREESTYLE

AIRTIME

WAVE

UPWIND

WINDRANGE

COLOURS

D E S I G N E R  M O T I V A T I O N

When designing the Gambit, we took 2 groups in mind. One are the 

schools that want a kite that is super easy to teach with with lots of 

depower and easy relaunch. And the other is the riders that want a 

can-do-it-all kite that you can take to the water whatever conditions 

are. A kite that you can buy after classes, but still have fun with when 

you are very experienced. 

FREERIDE   |      SCHOOL
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DIRECT
RESPONSIVE
ARC  
BRIDLE

F A S T E R  R E S P O N S E

The Reactive LE creates a faster response time 

due to pre shaped tension. Your input transla-

ted directly to steering the kite without losing 

time tensioning the canopy and LE. 

B U L L I T P R O O F  R E I N F O R C E M E N T S

All kites come with Kevlar Reinforcements filled 

with lightweight foam to absorb impact and 

create bumpers for when your kite shoves over 

the beach. Kevlar is indistructrable but worth 

the value of your kite. Protect it well!

N O  M O R E  S W I M M I N G  

The kite is made for easy relaunch with a lower 

Aspect Ratio and a round shaped Leading 

Edge to create an easier pivot point to release 

from the water.

L E A N  I S  B E T T E R  L O W  E N D

A kite without extra layers and fewer stitiching 

means a lighter kite. Lighter kites mean a better 

low end performance and faster steering. So-

mething we want to bring to the new Gambit.

D I R E C T  C O N N E C T I O N  T O  Y O U R  K I T E

The Gambit has a short arc shaped bridle to 

support the Leading Edge. This way, the kite 

stays firm in gusty conditions and you get a 

direct kite feel.

F I T S  A L L  P U M P S  O N  T H E  B E A C H

We kept the Boston Valve to stay with the 

proven valve that fits to all pumps on the mar-

ket. Why switch to fancy when you can’t pump 

it up with any pump?

A  F I R M  F R A M E 

The Gambit comes with a 3-strut design to cre-

ate a firm frame for direct response and great 

handling. 

A D J U S T A B L E  P I G T A I L S

By moving the pigtails to- and from the tip, you 

will experience a different bar feel and a faster, 

lighter steering kite.
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SIZES 5         6         7          8         9        11

SWELL V4

DN
A ENTRY

FREESTYLE

AIRTIME

WAVE

UPWIND

WINDRANGE

WAVE    |     FREERIDE 

+  PRECISE AND RESPONSIVE

+ DESIGNED FOR MAXIMUM STABILITY AND SLACK LINE  

   DRIFT,  EVEN WHEN DEPOWERED

+ EXCEPTIONAL WIND RANGE

+ LIGHT AND RESPONSIVE BAR PRESSURE

CHARACTERISTICS

COLOURS

The Swell is a high-performance waveride kite with incredible capacities. 

The light bar pressure allows you to feel free and focus on riding waves. This 

kite flies very quickly through the wind window and drifts like no other. The 

Swell not only performs well with freeriding and foiling but also beginners 

love the fact that the Swell just flips over and relaunches really easy. Make 

the ocean your playground with the new Swell. A perfect blend of ease of 

use and stability make the Swell a great partner to learn kitesurfing and to 

progress in any way possible. Fly the Swell with the PLKB Navigator bar for 

its best performance. Use the PLKB Commander bar for school purposes.

W H A T ’ S  N E W
The Swell has been tuned or redesigned on every level. The bridle set up 

went to a 4-point bridle to improve the support of the LE. The LE and wing 

profile were improved to become more stable and firm, even in stormy con-

ditions and eliminate flutter or deforming of the LE. The new Swell’s depo-

wer range got a lot bigger and the speed increased. This made the Swell 

more playfull and gave it a great boost if needed. Furthermore, like all new 

PLKB LEI kites, many changed on detailed level. 



With the introduction of the new Gambit, there are two kites to 
choose from for your school. Together with school we’ve desig-
ned the Gambit to become the perfect allround kite to choose 
for beginner kiters. Let us tell you a bit more about it and why or 
when you should choose the Gambit as thé kite to teach with. 

First of all, the Swell is a great kite with many benefits for kite 
schools. A huge wind range, easy relaunch and complete de-
power when letting go of the bar are perfect. The new Swell 
has not changed in it’s characteristics. The new Swell is even 
more stable without chattering making it perfect for high end 
conditions.

However, the Swell is a wave kite that is very sensitive for bar 
input. A huge benefit riding waves but less for teaching. Let us 
explain. When pulling on the bar, it’s strongly powered inside 
the powerzone, letting go of the bar and it’s going powerless 
to the edge of the wind window. This could be difficult when 
doing waterstarts or making you first meters. 
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WHAT PLKB KITE TO CHOOSE 
FOR MY SCHOOL?

When students attempt their first waterstarts, they steer their Swell in for 
their first stroke to get powered. The Swell would fly fast from left to right, 
leaving the kite on the edge of the wind window without the ability to steer 
it for another stroke or get powered. The power of the Swell is sudden and 
short when not pulling correctly on the bar. 

This is where the Gambit comes in. The Gambit is designed to deliver safe 
and consistent power. Steering the kite for your first waterstart, it flies slo-
wer providing more and longer power giving the student more time to steer 
it back to the right position for the next stroke. This makes the Gambit easier 
to teach with giving the student more fun to learn kiteboarding. 

When depowering the Gambit, it will still fly to the edge of the window, giving 
it a large wind range and making upwind bodydragging or kiteboarding easy. 
After lessons, it’s easier to do your first jumps or transitions with the consistent 
power of the Gambit. 

If you love all characteristics of the Swell to teach with and you don’t see the 
characteristics of the Gambit as an improvement, you should stay with the 
Swell and you will love the new edition. 

SWELL

+ Large depower range
+ Easy relaunch
+ Full power off 

- High flying speed
- Sensitive for bar input

GAMBIT

+ Large wind range
+ Consistent power delivery
+ Easy upwind 
+ Safety
+ Easier handling in low wind conditions
- More power letting go of the bar
- Slightly harder to relaunch
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SIZES 6         8          10         12        14

HOOK V3

DN
A ENTRY

FREESTYLE

AIRTIME

WAVE

UPWIND

WINDRANGE

BIGAIR    |     FREERIDE

+  BOOSTING & HANGTIME

+ LIGHT-WIND & UPWIND PERFORMANCE

+ GREAT HANDLING AND KITE FEEDBACK

+ EXCEPTIONAL WIND RANGE

CHARACTERISTICS

COLOURS

The all new Hook V3 will bring you to new heights. The key of going 

to new heights is massive depower, higher flying speed and a super 

steady kite in stormy conditions. That’s when you’re able to take up a 

size bigger and keep your edge longer. Pulling on the bar should give 

you a massive boost to shoot you right in the sky.

With the new Hook, we achieved just this. The best part of it is that you 

get a kite that is super comfortable to ride with a huge wind range. It’s 

quick and playful through its turns and perfect for most conditions.

Every size has a unique design. In the bigger picture, the sizes below 

10 meter are made for stronger winds while the 10m and up are made 

for a bit less wind creating more lift with lower speed. As a plane, lift 

is generated by wing profile and speed. Bigger kites have less speed 

than smaller kites and therefore require a different wing profile and 

shape to get more height.

The new Hook is a playful ride to cruise around, jump high and enjoy 

the view. - Never Stop going higher!
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F A S T E R  R E S P O N S E

The Reactive LE creates a faster response time 

due to pre shaped tension. Your input transla-

ted directly to steering the kite without losing 

time tensioning the canopy and LE. 

B U L L I T P R O O F  R E I N F O R C E M E N T S

All kites come with Kevlar Reinforcements filled 

with lightweight foam to absorb impact and 

create bumpers for when your kite shoves over 

the beach. Kevlar is indistructrable but worth 

the value of your kite. Protect it well!

D O U B L E  R I P S T O P

The industry standard. A combination between 

great performance and a lightweight fabric to 

give you a direct feel from canopy to your bar. 

S P E E D  X  A E R O D Y N A M I C S

To boost big, you need maximum speed, depo-

wer and an aerodynamic profile that gets you 

up high. The Hook combines exactly these to 

boost big. 

C O M B I N I N G  D E P O W E R  W I T H  D I R E C T  F E E L

The Hook’s bridle set-up is a combination bet-

ween a fork bridle and arc bridle creating loads 

of depower possibilities and at the same time 

enough support of the LE to get a solid feed-

back from your kite and fast steering.

F I T S  A L L  P U M P S  O N  T H E  B E A C H

We kept the Boston Valve to stay with the 

proven valve that fits to all pumps on the mar-

ket. Why switch to fancy when you can’t pump 

it up with any pump?

5 - S T R U T  S T O R M  F R A M E

A higher Aspect ratio kite requires more strut to 

remain it’s stiffness. The Hook’s 5-strut frame 

does exactly this to give you that convidence 

to boost big. 

A D J U S T A B L E  P I G T A I L S

By moving the pigtails to- and from the tip, you 

will experience a different bar feel and a faster, 

lighter steering kite.

X

HIGH
DEPOWER
5POINT  
BRIDLE
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SIZES  6         7          8         9        10         11        13

ESCAPE V9

DN
A ENTRY

FREESTYLE

AIRTIME

WAVE

UPWIND

WINDRANGE

FREESTYLE    |     FREERIDE

+  INTUITIVE HANDLING & KITE FEEDBACK 

+  DIRECT AND REPSONSIVE STEERING

+ BIG WIND RANGE

+ FREESTYLE ORIENTED PERFORMANCE 

CHARACTERISTICS

COLOURS

The PLKB Escape is an intuitive and predictable freestyle kite that 

dares you to try any trick in the book. It’s aggressive but easy to tame.

It’s the excitement of progression that identifies the Escape and when 

you think it can’t get any better. Here is the new Escape.

The new Escape got redesigned, remaining it’s winning and distinc-

tive Escape feeling. A kite that always feels solid and predictable for 

any ride, ready to stick any wakestyle trick or megaloop. The Escape 

got a stiff 3-strut frame with a faster profile improving it’s flying speed 

in high-end upgrading its boost performance. This make the Escape 

perform better in stronger winds.

The combination of predictable handling, speed, abundant depower 

performance and up and down wind abilities create a comfortable 

cruise and big-air set up for aspiring and committed freestyle riders.
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All new PLKB kites come with black stitches around the 
LE. All bridles and bridle attachment points are made of 
Dyneema. This makes the kites more refined.and a true 
eye-catcher. 

The Reinforcements on the LE are made of Kevlar with 
foam inside. This is lightweight and gives your kite more 
protections to last longer.

The whole tip is redesigned with Less Dacron to decre-
ase weight and increase efficiency. Attachement points 
are made of Dyneema cross stitched to ensure strenght 
and durability. 

Check all ins and outs with the use of QR. One of the 
many details. 

Among many, the pump leash is integrated in the at-
tachements of the strut to improve efficiency. Together 
with black stitches designs and practical use go seam-
less together.

QUALITY IS IN 
THE DETAILS

TIPS

PUMP IT UP

REINFORCEMENTS

DESIGN DETAILS



D I F F E R E N C E

VST H E  H O O K T H E  G A M B I T

The Hook and Gambit are both fun freeride ki-

tes but with big differences. The Hook is a play-

full kite that flies fast and shoots you in the sky. 

The Gambit is a super stable, consistent power-

house with fun handling, great depower and 

ease of use. 

The Hook is designed with a 5-strut 

design to become more stable in 

stronger winds. 

The higher AR creates a more effi-

cient profile for more lift / less drag 

during a jump so you gain altitude 

longer. It’s not always related to 

speed but could make it easier. 

The Gambit has a lower Aspect Ratio 

which is generally more stable, easier to 

use and fun flying machine. The rel-

aunch is always easier and for classes 

more suitable. 

Its 3-strut design is lean and light 

weight and has a good low end with 

consistent power delivery and easy 

steering. 

There are numerous differences that make 

a kite superb for jumping or very easy to 

use. Some of these are the Aspect Ratio, 

Wing profile, Arc shape, Strut count, An-

gle-of-Attack, LE diameter, tip size/shape, 

fabrics used and many other aspects such 

SUPER STABLE, BAD LOW 
END, HIGHER EASE OF USE

SENSITIVE BEHAVIOUR
GREAT LOW- AND HIGH 

END

GOOD LOW- AND HIGH END

EASY RELAUNCH

as bridle set-up, canopy tension and weight. 

Designing such kites is not a Sunday Morn-

ing Job but requires years of experiences 

and many prototypes. Therefore proud to 

introduce these troffees.
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SYNERGY
DN

A ENTRY

FREESTYLE

AIRTIME

WAVE

UPWIND

WINDRANGE

LIGHTWIND   |     FOIL

+  EXCELLENT LIGHT WIND PERFORMANCE

+ DIRECT FEEL AND KITE FEEDBACK

+ CLEAN SHAPE AND DESIGN

+ LIGHT AND DIRECT TURNING

CHARACTERISTICS

COLOURSSIZES 6              8            10            12          

WEIGHT (kg) 1.796     2.065     2.366      2.736
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A ENTRY

FREESTYLE

AIRTIME

WAVE

UPWIND

WINDRANGE

FREESTYLE  |   WAKESTYLE

SIZES 7           9          11          13

+  HARDCORE 5 LINE C SHAPE 

+  POWERFULL POP AND GREAT SLACK DURING TRICKS

+ DIRECT FEEL AND KITE FEEDBACK

+ EXPLOSIVE BOOST

CHARACTERISTICS

COLOURS
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SIZES 5         6         7          8         9        11         13        15 

NOVA V2

DN
A ENTRY

FREESTYLE

AIRTIME

WAVE

UPWIND

WINDRANGE

LIGHTWIND  |   FOIL 

+  COMFORTABLE BAR PRESSURE,  LOW SIDEWAYS PULL

+ HIGHLY STABLE,  RIGID WING

+ FOIL SPECIFIC PERFORMANCE,  EASE OF A LEI

+  F ILLS FAST,  RETAINS INTERNAL PRESSURE

CHARACTERISTICS

COLOURS

The Nova is our allround depower foil kite. This one of a kind foil was designed to 

unite all the benefits of LEIs, like accessibility, ease of use and stability, with all the 

advantages of foils: better upwind, downwind, low wind performance and float.

When designing the Nova we had one goal in mind, to build a foil dedicated to 

speed up the learning curve of hydro foiling and that provides the best freeride 

feeling a foil can offer. It offers a stable and reliable riding experience in which you 

can focus on your board technique rather than on controlling your kite. If you want 

to spend more time above water but fear the foil, this is the kite for you.

W H A T ’ S  N E W
What’s not new about the Nova V2. The biggest change is a total redesign of the 

ratio Leading- and Trailing Edge giving the Nova a total different behavior. Its steers 

super tight and direct but without backstall, it’s depower and power build-up is su-

per smooth and it got a lot faster if you want it. You could even race with it. Last but 

not least, Reliability. The Nova had some hickups in the past which we could easily 

eliminate. We focused on making a kite that you could rely on.



SHAPE MEMORY STRUCTURE 
LEARN ABOUT THE TECHNIQUE IN OUR FOIL KITES

Tension Straps :

The ins ide of the k i te  is  des igned especial ly to  maxi-

mize d imensional stabi l i ty as  wel l as  reduced need 

for br idle points .  The tens ion straps running along the 

bottom sk in  are a  technical deta i l borrowed from the 

Twinskin/Arc design,  and ensures proper bulg ing of 

the bottom sk in  whi le  keeping the tens ion in  check . 

Br idge Technology:

The clever D and H Ribs a l low for evenly spaced out 

br idle points  and create a  very r ig id f rame.
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BOARDS & BARS
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P A T R O L

LENGTH 133 CM
WIDTH 40 CM

WEIGHT  2 .4 KG
FINS  50MM

RAIL COLOUR

LENGTH 136 CM
WIDTH 41 CM

WEIGHT  2 .6 KG
FINS  50MM

RAIL COLOUR

LENGTH 139 CM
WIDTH 41,5 CM
WEIGHT  2 .7 KG

FINS  50MM
RAIL COLOUR

LENGTH 142 CM
WIDTH 42 CM

WEIGHT  2 .8 KG
FINS  50MM

RAIL COLOUR

The new Patrol V3 is designed to be an easy-going freeride board 

with great upwind to get aspiring riders up and cruising in no time. 

As a true progression board, it will take riders from their first water-

-starts to their first jumps. A good weapon to have in your arsenal 

when you want a comfortable easy-riding session!
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The Patrol rides best with 50mm G10 asymmetric fins. The-

se fins give you perfect grip and upwind performance.

The Patrol has a high flex pattern creating a comfortable 

ride and absorbs chop.

The bottom of the Patrol has a double concave to create 

the best upwind performance and a comfortable ride. The 

V-shape eliminates chop for more comfort. 

To make the board as light and strong as possible, the core 

is made of Paulownia Wood.

DN
A COMFOR T

UPWIND

FREE STYLE

JUMP  / GRI P

SPEED

WAVE

FLE X ZONE +
CHO P ABSORPTION

MEDIUM  

ROCKER
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S H E P H E R D

LENGTH 134 CM
WIDTH 40,5 CM
WEIGHT  2 .9 KG

FINS  45MM
RAIL COLOUR

LENGTH 137 CM
WIDTH 41 CM

WEIGHT  3 .0 KG
FINS  45MM

RAIL COLOUR

LENGTH 140 CM
WIDTH 41,5 CM
WEIGHT  3 .1  KG

FINS  45MM
RAIL COLOUR

LENGTH 142 CM
WIDTH 42 CM

WEIGHT  3 .2  KG
FINS  45MM

RAIL COLOUR

The Shepherd is  a playful board bui l t  for fast-  and easy r i-

ding through any condit ions.  The ideal board to play in the 

waves and jump high.  For any r ider from beginner to win-

ner.
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STIFFER  TIPS

HIGHER  JUMPS

MEDIUM
ROCKER

DN
A COMFOR T

UPWIND

FREE STYLE

JUMP  / GRI P

SPEED

WAVE

The Shepherd rides best with 45mm G10 asymmetric fins. 

These fins give you perfect grip and playful performance.

The Shepherd’s 3D shaped bottom combined with a double 

concave is perfect for playful riding and maximum grip for 

high jumps. 

The center inserts are strenghtened with a hardwood strin-

ger to withstand the force and impact of boots.

To make the board as light and strong as possible, the core 

is made of Paulownia Wood.

G10 | 45 MMG10 | 45 MM
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C A P I T A L

LENGTH 134 CM
WIDTH 40,5 CM
WEIGHT  2 .9 KG

FINS  40MM
RAIL COLOUR

LENGTH 137 CM
WIDTH 41,5 CM
WEIGHT  3 .0 KG

FINS  40MM
RAIL COLOUR

LENGTH 140 CM
WIDTH 42 CM

WEIGHT  3 .1  KG
FINS  40MM

RAIL COLOUR

LENGTH 142 CM
WIDTH 42,5 CM
WEIGHT  3 .2  KG

FINS  40MM
RAIL COLOUR

The PLKB Capital is  a carbon board bui l t  to offer fast  r iding 

and freestyle performance.  The ideal board i f you want to 

progress quickly and jump high.  From pops and aer ial tran-

sit ions al l the way to handle-passes and heart-attacks,  the 

Capital board wil l be your constant companion.
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The Capital rides best with 40mm G10 asymmetric fins. The-

se fins give you perfect grip and playful performance.

The Capital’s 3D shaped bottom combined with a double 

concave is perfect for playful riding and maximum grip for 

high jumps. 

The center inserts are strenghtened with a hardwood strin-

ger to withstand the force and impact of boots.

Pop hard, fly high and land soft and steady. Carbon makes 

the board lighter and more responsive.

CARBON STIFFN ESS

STRAIGHT  OUTLINE F OR MORE GRI P

ANTI
SPRAY

TIPS

MEDIUM
ROCKE R

DN
A COMFOR T

UPWIND

FREE STYLE

JUMP  / GRI P

SPEE D

WAVE

FULLFULL   
C ARBO N  

G10 | 40 MMG10 | 40 MM
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A C C E S S O R I E S
PADS & STRAPS

The most important part of your board are the Pads and Straps. It sounds crazy but 

it connects you with the board and loose sitting straps can make any board a chal-

lenge. Our new PLKB Pads and Straps have 2 adjustable straps that can be adjusted 

easily with the new rubber labels. These labels create enough grip to adjust them 

even with gloves on during the winter. The straps are suitable for very small to very 

FINS

All boards come with G10 Asymmetrical Upwind Fins. These ensure good grip and 

better upwind performance due to their shape that flows the water around the 

edge like a kite. Fins determine for a great deal the grip of your board. With large 

fins (50mm), you board is easy to steer upwind and keeps a steady course with lots 

of grip. Going to smaller fins (40mm) means more playfulness on the water, but 

you might lose your grip easier. Note: Do you want more grip or more playfulness? 

Switch easily to different size of fins and you will have a total different board feel. 

HANDLE

The handle is an essential part for carrying your board on the beach or doing board-

-offs, All 2022 boards come with an extra grip in the middle of the board for board-

-offs, but this not substitude the handle. Made of PVC plastic with pre-shaped fingers 

for more grip.
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C O M P A S S  B A R

C O M P A S S  L E I  2 2 M 
4 3 C M  -  5 0 C M  -  6 0  C M

C O M P A S S  F O I L  1 8 M  +  B R A K E  L I N E
4 3 C M  -  5 0 C M  -  6 0  C M

A D D - O N S
5 T H  L I N E ,  B R A K E  L I N E ,  W A V E  L O O P,

The al l new Compass Bar has been redesigned with an al l 

new Quick Release with easy Cl ick Recovery.  Many new fe-

atures such as Ceramic Ball Bear ings,  Pre-Stretched SK99 

l ines,  3D gr ip,  Replaceble Loops and with new looks,  the 

Compass bar is  al l you need. 

The Compass Bar wil l replace the Navigator,  Aviator and 

Magnet Bar.  The bar comes in 2 versions;  the LEI  and FOIL 

version,  but they are interchangeable.  The LEI  version co-

mes with 22m l ines,  the FOIL version comes with 18m l ines 

and includes a brake l ine.  Both bars are easy to be com-

plemented with a 5th l ine (and brake l ine)  to be used for 

the Lynx and Raw. The bar comes excluding the new PLKB 

Leash.  The PLKB leash comes in 2 s izes.
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B A R  L E A S H  &  P U M P  L / X L

*SOLD SEPERATELY

With the new Compass bar we introduce a new high end leash.  Easy 

and safe to use al l PLKB branded. .  You can recover the safety leash 

with ease. 

The PLKB kitepump comes in 2 .3L and 3 .0L both with two pump opti-

ons for (1 )  fast  or (2)  easy pumping. 

*SOLD SEPERATELY
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IBEX

DN
A AIRTIME

RACE

TURNING SPEED

ENTRY

FREERIDE

WINDRANGE

BACKCOUNTRY / FREERIDE

SIZE 4          6           8          10         12         

SIZE UL             6           8          10         12

SN
OW
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IT
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COLOURS
COLOURS UL

+  TIGHT AND POWERFULL TURNS

+ LOADS OF UPHILL PULL

+ AGILE YET HIGHLY STABLE

+ 100% DEPOWER SAFETY

+ RIGID DUE TO D AND H STRAPS

CHARACTERISTICS

The PLKB Ibex is an open-cell depower foil and a true 

back-country specialist that can get you safe up any moun-

tain in any wind condition. A kite with a large wind range, 

powerful turning, low side pull and great lift to get airborn 

if needed. The Ibex is super rigid due to the H and D ribs, 

tension straps across the wing and mesh covered inlets for 

an even stiffer shape. Ibex’s Profile and Arc were designed 

to be as stable as possible. With the use of D ribs, the Ibex 

lost much of its bridles to increase performance.



LYNX V5

DN
A AIRTIME

RACE

TURNING SPEED

ENTRY

FREERIDE

WINDRANGE

RELIABLE  |   FREERIDE 

+  SAFE,  EASY AND ACCESSIBLE

+ AGILE YET HIGHLY STABLE

+ 100% DEPOWER SAFETY

+ VERSATILE

The Lynx is built to be a reliable companion for freeride 
snow adventures. With its medium Aspect Ratio, open 
cell depower foil with a safety 5th line, the Lynx is the 
most stable kite out there. Thanks to the new ‘Stop ‘n Go’ 
system, which makes every adventure safe, you will never 
have to compromise on fast turns and slopes. The Lynx V5 
makes freeride snowkiting easy to get into and enjoy to 
the max. Lay the first tracks and experience the crunching 
sound of fresh powder on white covered terrains. The thrill 
of riding off the beaten tracks, surrounded by the peace 
and silence of exploring outside busy ski resorts, is within 
anyone’s grasp with the Lynx.

CHARACTERISTICS
SIZES ST 4          6           8          10                 

SIZES UL 4           6           8          10
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BARS SNOW / COMPASS LEI + 5TH LINE EXTENSION + BRAKE LINE
COMPASS BAR   |     SNOWBAR SET-UP

CHARACTERISTICS

SIZES S   (43CM BAR, 22M LINES)

M   (51CM BAR, 22M LINES)

L   (60CM BAR, 22M LINES )

+  CLAMCLEAT POWER ADJUSTER

+ SELF LANDING HANDLE

+ 1800 KG AMSTEEL DEPOWERLINE

+ COLOUR CODED EVA FOAM GRIP 

+  FREE SPINNING DEPOWERLOOP

+ SAFETY LINE ATTACHMENT

PA
CK
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The PLKB Lynx and Ibex should be used together with 

the Compass bar LEI  enr iched with a 5th l ine and opt i-

onal a Brake Line.  The Compass LEI  has 22M l ines and 

comes in 3 s izes.
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SIZES 1,3          1,6           1,9          2,3           2,6    
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HYPE PLAY
ENTRY POWERKITE WITH STRAPS

The PLKB Hype has increased in M2 by 15-20%. The span stayed 

the same, however the real m2 went up and the Aspect Ratio went 

down. This gave the Hype more power, easier steering and a more 

comfortable feel. 

Hype is the perfect kite for a day out with the whole family. It is 

incredibly easy to set-up and suitable for all ages and skill levels. 

Flying the Hype does not require any prior kiting experience, 

as it’s docile flying behavior ensures that there are no sudden 

power surges when flying the kite through the wind-window.

IMPROVED



HYPE  TR  |     2-LINE ENTRY POWERKITE WITH BAR

SIZES 1,6          1,9           2,3          2,6     
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The PLKB Hype has increased in M2 by 15-20%. The span stayed 

the same, however the real m2 went up and the Aspect Ratio went 

down. This gave the Hype more power, easier steering and a more 

comfortable feel. 

Hype is the perfect kite for a day out with the whole family. It is 

incredibly easy to set-up and suitable for all ages and skill levels. 

Flying the Hype does not require any prior kiting experience, 

as it’s docile flying behavior ensures that there are no sudden 

power surges when flying the kite through the wind-window.

IMPROVED
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SIZES 1.0          1.5         2.0        2.5

UNIQ  TR  |    2-LINE SINGLE SKIN WITH BAR

DN
A ENTRY

ADVANCED

SPEED

TURNING

JUMPING

POWER

UNIQ TR

With the Uniq TR we went back to the drawing table and 

created the ultimate trainer kite! A powerful Single Skin 

kite that is practically indestructable and perfect for any 

occasion. A large wind window, high flying speed, massive 

power in the low end and affordable too. We believe that 

the PLKB Uniq TR will become the bestseller of all time. 

NEW



SIZES 1,5          2,0         2.5        3.0

IMPULSE  TR  |    3-LINE TRAINER KITE WITH BAR
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IMPULSE TR
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To make your powerkiting progression fun as well as challen-

ging, the Impulse TR is safe, easy to fly and has a big wind range. 

The Impulse TR flies easy in light winds so beginners can fly it 

with confidence, fly it in higher winds and experience the power 

and excitement of a real powerkite!

The Impulse TR is the perfect tool to introduce your kids, 

spouse, friends or family into the exhilarating world of traction 

kiting. Its stability and easy controls paired with its ‘bombproof’ 

construction ensure many hours of carefree kiting. The Impulse 

TR offers a fun and challenging learning curve towards maste-

ring flying powerkites with a control bar.



SKIM  TR  |    3-LINE TRAINER KITE WITH BAR
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SKIM TR

SIZES 2,8         3,4          4.0      
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To make your first steps into kitesurfing fun, easy and challen-

ging PLKB built the Skim. The Skim is a Closed Cell 3-line trai-

nerkite that can always be relaunched super easily, even from 

the water, making it perfectly suitable for those body dragging 

sessions to get used to controlling a kite while in the water. 

The Skim offers an easy yet challenging learning curve perfect 

for those important first steps into this exhilarating world. Its su-

perb flight characteristics, 3rd line safety and excellent stability 

in difficult conditions make the Skim perfect to learn the basics 

in full control and confidence.
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PLKB uses 40D Ripstop Nylon. 40D is a lighter and re-
fined fabric that requires less coating to be air tight. This 
makes it more durable, even after the coating wears off.

PLKB kites uses SK75 Dyneema. SK75 is a stronger thread 
resulting in a much thinner line with the same strenght.

The bridles of PLKB kites are stitched and made of Dy-
neema 

PLKB kites have refinedx design with many cells and Gau-
ze intakes to keep a more firm shape and perform better. 
PLKB kites come with many features such as dirt-outs on 
the tips, velcro to keep the bridles in place to give you a 
head start without untangling your lines and the Skim with 
a refined intake and zipper outlet..

The control gear as well as the kite killers of PLKB are more 
advanced with padded straps to create more comfort and 
endurance. The new control bar has Ronstan pulleys and 
co-steering front lines for better handling.

We continuously test and develop each product and im-
plement the newest technologies to stay ahead of com-
petition. This way we can update our range and always 
have the best gear.

FABRIC

DESIGN

R&D

LINES

CONTROL GEAR



SIZES 2.0          3.0           4.0           5.0            6.0                   

HORNET
HORNET  |    4-LINE ALLROUND POWER KITE
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To ensure anybody can learn 4-line controls with confidence we 
have built the ultimate all-rounder, the Hornet delivers its power 
in a predictable way, it is stable, easy turning and above all, a lot of 
fun to fly. 

The PLKB Hornet is the most well established all-round powerkite 
in the world, in over 10 years of history it has been revised, rede-
signed and tuned to perfection. No matter in which traction kiting 
discipline your ambition lies, the Hornet will provide you with a 
highly dependable and versatile entry-to-intermediate level tracti-
on kite. So if you are looking to cruise your first beach in a kitebug-
gy, make your first miles landboarding or snowkiting, the Hornet is 
the perfect companion into a world of wind powered excitement.



TWISTER   |   4-LINE JUMPING POWERKITE
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SIZES 3.0          4.0           5.5           6.5      

The PLKB Twister is the undisputed airtime champion in the 

fixed bridle arena and has been putting smiles on the faces of 

adrenaline junkies all over the world for almost a decade. Its 

renowned jumping ability combined with its direct controls of-

fers an ambitious pilot a great airtime machine with more than 

enough power to lift your powerkiting to new levels. It features 

a mid to high aspect ratio which makes it fast and powerful 

while its performance profiles ensure maximum control and 

performance.
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